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JSEcoin is a consumer focused web platform built on top of our browser mined blockchain
Problems

JSE Solution

Unsustainable power usage of traditional cryptocurrencies

Mined using excess cpu power that would otherwise be wasted

Limited mining distribution to corporate mining pools

Unique rewards system ensures fair distribution to individuals

Monopolies and discontent in digital advertising

New methods to monetise content for website owners

1. A
 website owner sets
up the JSEcoin code on
their website

2. Alice sends Bob a
cryptocurrency transfer
using the JSEcoin app

3. Visitors to the website
opt-in and start mining Alice’s
transfer data.

4. The website owner is
rewarded for helping to
secure the blockchain

5. The transaction is secured
and published to the public
blockchain

The JSEcoin platform has been operational since 2017 and scaled to over 120,000 registered users.
EcoSystem

Website Owners
The platform includes a suite of tools enabling website
owners to monetize their content. Publisher mining
uses opted-in visitor resources (less than a video
advertisement) to contribute to a sites cost of content.
Browser based mining is safe, and will not affect user
experience. Early adopters stand to make the most
while competition is relatively low.
Simple to use merchant tools enable e-commerce and subscription sites
to accept cryptocurrency payments.

Token Details

Token Price

$0.002722 USD

Market Cap

$1,207,038 USD

Circulating Supply

443,479,880 JSE

CoinMarketCap
Ad-Exchange - A
 dvertisers will be able to use the JSE token to
purchase ad space on the publisher network. By improving
inefficiencies we can add value to a $200 billion ad-tech industry.

CoinGecko

#492

Live data available at: https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/jsecoin/

Enterprise Solutions - E
 nterprise solutions will provide 3rd parties
with blockchain, cryptography and bot detection services.

Exchange Listed October 2018

Merchant Tools - Enable website owners to sell goods, services
and subscriptions via their websites with easy to integrate
“purchase with cryptocurrency” buttons.
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Meet the full team: h
 ttps://jsecoin.com/about/meetTheTeam/

Setup your account at
https://platform.jsecoin.com

Join Telegram discussion
https://t.me/jsetelegram
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First opt-in browser mined blockchain
Over 60 Million opted in miners
120,000+ registered accounts
28,000+ registered websites

Latest news & updates
https://jsecoin.com/blog/

View the full whitepaper
https://jsecoin.com/whitepaper.pdf

